
RECIPE:

PREP TIME:

DIFFICULTY:

INGREDIENTS:

METHOD:

Turkey Tacos

10-20 minutes

Low

4 oz Ground Turkey (or 1 bag of Pre-Cooked Ground Turkey; Refer to TIPS link)
Tasty Tip: If frozen, safely thaw by placing link in a bowl under cold, running
water for 5 minutes to ensure optimal food safety. 

1 tsp Low Sodium Taco Seasoning
1 cup Low Sodium Black Beans (Use the same can if you followed the lunch
recipe)
4 Taco Shells

Tasty Tip: Did you know corn is a whole grain? Therefore, taco shells and
corn tortillas are also made with whole grains! 

½ cup Grated Cheddar Cheese
Optional: Leftover Romaine Lettuce and/or Greek Yogurt can add more color to
your taco and are healthy taco toppings!

Materials needed: Large stove safe soup pot, temperature safe mixing spoon, can opener,
two small serving bowls, and 1 frying pan and sauteing spoon (if cooking turkey). Wash the
top of the black beans can with warm water before opening to remove dust and other
particles.
Once cleaned, open the black bean can and place into microwave safe bowl. Set aside for
later. 
Skip to step 6 if using pre-cooked turkey: Set the large pot on the stove and turn the stove on
to medium-high. Poor a small amount of olive oil to thinly coat the bottom of the pot. Once the
oil begins to separate, add all of the ground turkey into the pot and discard the turkey
packaging. Wash your hands and be careful with the raw meat.
As the meat begins to cook, add the 1 tsp taco seasoning to the meat. Stir the meat.
If you have a thermometer, put the meat into a pile in the pot and temperature check the meat.
Once the thermometer reaches 165 degrees Fahrenheit, turn down the heat to medium low. If
you do not have a thermometer, stir until the pink from the raw meat disappears and lower the
heat to medium. Once you are confident there is no more pink or when the temperature
reaches 165 degrees, take the pan off of the heat (safely) and turn off the stove. 
If using pre-cooked turkey, properly thaw and add 1 tsp taco seasoning to bag.
Microwave the beans until warm and set to the side of the cooked ground turkey. In
another small bowl, add the ½ cup of grated cheese.
Starting with the taco shells, place the three bowls out with their food contents and let pick
out your toppings to your desire. Nutrition label is for 4 tacos and total toppings. Enjoy!
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Day 3 Dinner


